Partner Use Case

Enabling secure industrial automation

Protecting industrial systems and PLCs against attackers from the inside and the outside.
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Use case

Application context and security requirement
As the application drives production lines, the integrity and authenticity of the software is critical and has to be ensured. Furthermore, every interruption or limitation of the throughput of the production line will cause a direct loss of money. As a result, the industrial control system in general and the Process Logic Controllers (PLC) in particular need to be protected against attacks.

Challenge
With the advent of the Stuxnet Worm, Industrial Control Systems are gaining increased interests from attackers. PLCs are the most important building blocks to realize complex industrial control systems. To provide the necessary security against attacks from outside and inside the plant, a secure hardware platform including cryptographic software is needed.

While Infineon provides respective security controllers e.g. OPTIGA™ TPM (Trusted Platform Modules), ECRYPT GmbH is specialized in embedded security system consulting and software, including central key management as backend component. In combination, complete embedded security solutions can be designed and implemented by the partners.

In the industrial field, a concrete use cases is securing the integrity of the PLC software, enabling secure update processes so that new software will only be flashed if it has been approved to be original.

Concrete benefits of an integrated hardware / software security solution
PLCs with enhanced hardware security modules, offer the following key benefits to its users:
› Providing integrity and authenticity of the software executed on the PLC
› Secured and strong identities for machine-to-machine communication
› Enhanced PLC administrator/user authentication
› Intellectual property protection of critical software on the PLC
› Complex rights management of software including updating and licensing of software on the PLCs
Solution

The system will be used in a challenging environment: it has to fulfill strong requirements for the availability of the system, the integrity of its functionality, while also having a very long lifetime.

Thus, all security measures and the used cryptography have to be future-proof and there should be the possibility to update the system if the employed security measures are broken.

TPM technology, based on the Trusted Computing Group (TCG) international standard provides a full security ecosystem that includes application software to facilitate the hardware security module and ensure application programming interfaces (APIs) and processes are standardized and documented. Key management processes defined by the TCG allow for keys to be updated inside the OPTIGA™ TPM with dedicated API calls and standard processes; thus the industrial control system in general and the PLC system in particular can be protected over the lifetime.

Additionally, the used hardware components need to be designed for the desired lifetime of the product and they should be specified for a high temperature environment and also have to be tolerant to vibrations and dirt.

**Main benefits of the Infineon product**

› Infineon and ESCRYPT GmbH are security experts in various industries in need of embedded security.

› Infineon OPTIGA™ TPM meets the security requirements of a suitable hardware security module in the industrial applications.
Partners from the Infineon Security Partner Network help you secure your devices and applications: understand which threats can undermine your business, propose solutions that will protect your business, build and implement such security solutions and, when relevant manage their operation. They have been selected by Infineon on the basis of their system security competence and ability to design and deliver strong and trustworthy security solutions. Their activities are diverse and include security consulting, security solution provision, electronic design, systems integration and trust services management. For some, offers are off-the-shelf; while for others, offers are custom-built.

ESCRYPT
ESCRYPT - Embedded Security is a leading system provider for embedded security solutions world-wide. With international locations including Germany, Sweden, the USA, China, Korea, and Japan Escrypt has over one hundred security specialists available to help with current security topics such as secure M2M-communication, IT-security in the Internet of Things, protection of e-business models and automotive security.

ESCRYPT’s contribution to the Infineon Security Partner Network
ESCRYPT defines and builds end-to-end security solutions relying on Infineon security products and provides a back-end technology and frame to manage the security along the secured application’s lifecycle.

ESCRYPT provides a cryptographic Key Management Solution for embedded systems security based on Infineon’s automotive microcontroller AURIX™, industrial controller XMC and secure elements OPTIGA™ Trust and OPTIGA™ TPM. In particular, ESCRYPT proposes a secure software updates solution that assures secure transmission of the code into the device, ensuring code integrity and authenticity. ESCRYPT offers key management solutions both as a commercial product named CycurKEYS (software license) and as a hosted and managed service. ESCRYPT’s services include security strategy, security assessment, customized software, PKI & key management, certification support, application & code testing, training and awareness.